72 Demons Of The Name: Calling Upon The Great Demons Of The Name (Sacred Names) (Volume 5)
In the second volume of the Sacred names series: "THE 72 ANGELS OF THE NAME - CALLING ON THE 72 ANGELS OF GOD" I discuss the 72 angels of God that correspond to the 72 Names of God. In this book, we will discuss the 72 demons of the name. Yes, there are 72 demons that are the shadow images of the 72 angels of the name. In this text, we will discuss the 72 demons that correspond to the 72 names of God. Each demon has its purpose. Working with the demons, differs in intensity. They are more, how shall we say, assertive. Whereas the angels appear in gentler forms (with a few exceptions of course). In this book, we will discuss how to communicate with these demon. The rituals are similar to the ones we used for the 72 angels. However, there are a few differences. For one, we will do a quick protection ritual before we call on them and upon banishing them, we will give them an offering. It’s this extra step that might make some a bit nervous. No worries, we will not be hurting anything, but we will offer something that had potential life in it. This step is crucial for your ritual to work. Let Us Proceed.
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**Customer Reviews**

I had been dreaming to work with Goetic Demons. I have read many books but only to lose my interest because of so complicated rituals you needed to perform. Then I had found Baal Kadmon books. I bought almost all of his books and this one is where I turn to when my need is quick! First time I did this 72 Demons of The Name ritual, my wish came to past in just a day! So now I am hook! All cheers to you Baal and thank you!
Don't be scared, follow the instructions and get some demons working for you! Just what I expect from Baal Kadmon, simple, unassuming and effective. Excellent!

Will be using this book, the changes this book provides are worth the time to study and learn, I look forward to reading more of this Arthur’s books.

Most of the book is about history of the bible and demons, I expected more

I like his viewpoint on Demons, however the instructions were lacking in details....before engaging any of the demons, I need some deeper explanation. How long the offer should stay on the alter and very important, what to do with the offer when you done with it, throw it away, bury it, put it on cross road...

Before engaging myself to any of the demons, I need some deeper explanation. How long the offer should stay on the alter and very important, what to do with the offer when you done with it, throw it away, bury it, put it on cross road...
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